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Abstract

A.PROGRAE,FOR LINGISTICLLY DIFFERENTuBLACK CHILDREN

Investigator: Dorothy S. Strickland
Asst. Prof. of Reading & Language Arts
Early Childhood Department
Newark State College '

Morris Avenue
Union, New Jersey 07083

The exposure of linguistically different, black,.

kindergarten children to a special literature' program empha-

sizing related oral language activities was undertaken to

'test its efficacy as a preventive approach to reading failure.

The program demonstrated\a successful method of expanding

the language of these children to include Standard English

in their language'ropertoires,and thereby`Compensate for

the divergence. between their natural dialect and the dialect

in which they are taught reading and writing skills. The

concept of languageexpansiOn i.e. the broadening-of one's

language stock as opposed to languag* substitution i.e. the

subjugation of one dialect for another was confirmed-

Ninety-four subjects in four schoolS located in lower socio-

economic.areas of two metropolitan communities participated.

'The tudy covered the period' from Novermber, 1969 to May, 1970.
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A PROGaFOR LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT, EIL'Acx CHILDREN

The "divergent speaker" is'the term given by Kenneth Goodman

to the child who speaks a dialect different from that which the

school, te.:,:t,or teacher treats as standard. Goodman puts.forth
T

the 2.flidwing hypothesiS: The rabr.e. divergence there is.between

the dilect of the learner/tnd the.dialect/of levarning, the more

difficult will be the task of learning to read. Languagediver-

genee or linguistic differencelis-currently being investigated by

many
/
lingaists and.echicators as a causal factor in reading failure

among black, economically disadvantaged children. This.devlopmento.

coupled with the need for a preVentive approach. to reading failure

,an these children, led to a kindergarten program designed'to

=pand the

which they

answer,the

subjects1.1anguage repertoire to include the dialect in

are taught to read and write. The prOgraattempted to

cuestion: Would a special literature program emphasi-

sing related oral language actiViyies affect the oral language

e=pansion and reading readiness of linguistiCally differerit, Black,

kindergarten children?
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Dorothy S. StricklLild

The theoretical -framework for this study was based on the fol-

lowing cOncepts:

1. Oral language acitivity is the primary facet of language

learning; reading and writIng are secondary.

2: The accuistion of oral language is achieved largely

through the imitation' of models.

e

The child frc :t aglow socioeconoMib background is often

handicapped by.lanc,uage clodels, tAat are at great' variance with the

language -necessary, for success in school.. Theproblems he encounters

in atte=ting to learn standard'Englich are very similar to those of

1,1-individual who is learning a new language.

Many opportunities for practice in nglich-as-a-S'econd-

nguage "..-sased listening and speaking activities through models pro-

at s-ohool should increase the oral language,facility of the child

h ling...:istically.different background.

5. Literature offers a dliversity of models in various

uacions through which such activities can evolve.

G. The sPecial prograal in children's'literature'should in-

crease the esilitY. of linguistically different,' Black., ;,:indergarten..

children to include Standard-English in their language repertoires..

3
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Procedures

'Dorothy *StriCkland

One hundred twenty subjects were randomly sel 'ed fromieight

:zinderca-.:ten classes locate in.the lower occiocconmic -cos of two

metropolitan cemmunizies pa::-ici.pating in the study. Due to attri-

tie.1, the 2inal number o2 sub,..'sts remaining at the and or the study

2orty-five of these were in the experimental group, which had

been expoed to a literature-b ed oral lancjuage program consisting of

_e::C._ :cam loud from seleeced children's boca-s followedloral lang-

actavitics such as creative dramatics, choral speakig,puppetry,

an;).:ollaving. Emphasis was placed on the imitation and repetition
-

of Language 2atterns a used in-the teaching of English as a second

.7:.11 activities were desig net to involve the .children in

active dialogte.

The remaining 49 subjects Were in the control group. They

were also exposed to daily reading aloud, however, it was followed
_1

by activities which did not seek oral language pa=ticiption by

the children. 't

sample classroom was provided with fifty boor which meth

the criteria fo*_: litp.J:ary mqrit indicated by the endo rsement of

au%:.hOritatIve organizations in the field and additional criteria per-

tinent to this study. The,four teachers involved in the study attended
-, K

1

4
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a series of workshops related to children s literature. The,ex-
_

periontal teachers received additional training in the use 'of- .related

oral language activities to effect language expansion. The experi-
q

mental'and control,group teachers were provided with.manuals 'contain-

ing suggestions for the type'of activities they were expectedeto con-

\
duct.

:A Ccteber and again both the experimental and control

grow p.s Were given the E411e17:.ti6n'Stl:Av.Conto7,.7 135 ialectal Task for

'.:pct 7_,rleeP:7o.:ficiencv in Econemien Dicadvantaaed Neina

ThiS-/I?roCedure of having children repeat a number

0Aape recorded sentences after them once.. EaCh sentence
A

0-sf.0ZeCo:i7C:Cei ln L.:4: standard English'and nonstandard Negro.dialect.

Each phild waS tested individually-and Bic, repetitions t.a.e recorded.

We_e.the followircJ

structures; third verb agree'raent, treat-

r. ..t of neegatien, fli, possessive markers, plural markers, and

first person verb agreement.

...
2 , ---,. ,,,,,, d _-.,--1....,.....s..-_a,

. .

structures: :absence of co '7,11a, possessive mark-

er, third- -,ersen verb agreement, treatMent of negation, plural marker,

f-did ,flip Lae of'be,and doublo bVet.

depiled racord waS.made of,th.e exact reetitions for all the standard

ancl nenstandard sentences, The total nuMber of correct repetitionS

was.reCordecl separately forstan.7.1ard and 'nonstandard structures on ap-

propriate tally sheets and beez:ue'the raw scoFes for that subject.



Dorothy itrickland

I
The New York City Prereading Assessment wa; administered in

ay., This test consist; ol'twO parts, Language and Visual Discrim-
.

ination..

The 1:::.otest moan .-,resent.L:d in Table 1, P;art A, are .based

on the raw scores of the o=porimental and control groups. A score

of i9 w for standard structures and 20 for nonstandard

c:c4:uotures. mean score of 7.03 or the control group reflected

Q moan n=ber of 1.57 lore standard structures repeated correctly by

that L.roue than bvt: e::perimental 6roup. Both groups showed a greater
6

n nstandard structures correctly'-han standard ones
rTh

du;:inc,. the pretest period indicating a.greater fac ity Long all

su'.Djectsmith'nonstandard dialect.

Table

PrOtest and Posttest Data: Mean Scores on
Bidialectal Task

(N=D4)
4

27,:perimental

Control'.

Pa7etezt D7ta

iStandardY NonStandas_cd
Repetitions (Repetitions

. . . f.
5.22

7.86 12.53

Pert S
Posttest Data

Standard Nonstandard'
1:.enc,ttiens Repetitions

Unadjtsted Adjusted . Unadjusted Adjusted
Means Means Means

2::perimenta1 10.20 11.63 11.67 11.63

Control 9.57 8.23 11.78 11.82

6
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1

The posttesthean scores are presented in Table I, Part B.

While both groups improved in'their ability to repeat standard
.

.structures, the'experimental group demonstrated greater growth.

...The posttest mean score of 10.20 showed anincrease of 4.91 in the,

. mean number of correct standard repetitions for the experimental

(group.

Table II presents'the analysis of covariance-source'table for

sj:andard reetitions on the bidiaectal task, using the pretest .scores

as the .covariate. The analysis-6f ,covariance-revealed a.sIgnificant

ratio beyond the .01 level favoring the expeririental group. The

results of the analysis confirm the hypothesi0 that subjects exposed
$

to the litervAre-language Program implemented in this study did ex-

.panel their language repetoires to include standard English to a greater

extent than 'subjects not texposcld to the program.

Table II

Analysis.of Covariance Source-`'able for Experitiental
and Control Groups. on ,the Bidialectal Task--

Standard Repetitions

Jr

So=ce o2
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum Of
Stares

Nebn
Square

.7oereen

:pups

Within
Groups

Total

1-

ql

- 228.80

430.70

228.80.

4.73

92 659.5

* Signiiic- beyond the.01 level.

7
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Dorothy. S. Strickland

Table III presento.the analysis of covariance source table
e \

for nonstandard repetitions on the biclialectal tack, uding the

,pretest 'scores e61.the covariate. No significant 'difference Was

found between the two groups in ability to repeat nonstandard

structures correctly. The coL,ibined results of the analysis of

covariance on the st:.;ndard Scores,which showed a significant dif-

ference between the two groups and the analysis of covariance on

the rions.sandard'ocore6, which showed 'no significant.affference

between thg gro-aps, indicate that the language' of linguistically

Cf.fferent, Llec; Icindergarten children may be el'-:panded to include

ctandard.Znglishwithout negating their native dialect.

'2.nalvais of Covarience.Souwce Table for E::perimental
and Control Groups cry the Bidialectal Task-7-

Nonstandard, Repeti:,fions.

Sqae of Degrees of Sum of .Kean
Na;_iation . Free& Squares Square

Dotween
Groups 1 36.10

Within
,Groups

92. 1011.40

Not significant.

36.10 .3.37*

10.71r
Table IV galees the mean scores f r Parts I and II of the Pre-'t

reading :-.sseasw..ent. The possible number of correct items is 32 for

'.?art I and 28 for mart II. The result's of the an9lysis ofd variance

for both parts 4:evealed no significant difference between the two

8
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Dorothy s. :;trickland.

Mean Scores'on Prereding Assessmpnt*
(N.,a4)

Control.
4

Part I P:Irt II
Langu4e Visual

26'.60 . 17.20

15.45

s

B.7.oed

Par o-= the prereading assessment measureLlanguage skills

such, as vocabulary, concepts, and listening comprehension. Since

all br theSe skills mere an i::.togral part of the literature based

prc:,.ram whid. was similar in both experimental and. control treatments,

it is possible that the two: groups benefitted equalty with respect to

them. Parti: of L.no. Prereading Assessment mcasUres'the. visual per -,

ception .ex to discriminate betW a?en letters and- words. Since

neither the experimental no the`cOntrol,treatment.was-designed.to
.

g

develop this skill, thelresultsy e as expected. A Special program

(

of literature and related oral 1ari cage activities did not result in ."

a higherZevel of xeading readiness t1 part of those Children who

ueze exposca to i.t, as opposed to a comparable group of children' who

wore\expose to a literature based prdgram and non-oral activities.

Discussion and'Implication5.

The literature-language program ,implemented in this research

demonstrated- a successful method of expanding the language- repertoire

ofainguistically different, Black, kindergarten children to include

standard English. The concept of language exp ansiOn, i.e., the broad-

ening of one's language stock as oppOsed to language substitutlik-

the..subjugation ofone dialect for another, was confirmed. This *ad

imply th:st.the language habits of very yOu nc. children may be a\ltered
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without/the need to denigrate the native dialect by attempting to
.

replace Any attempt to.r.eplace. the child s native dialect with

another may be construed by, him to. mean that the new dialect is con-
..

sidered superior by others.

-The study has corroborated evidence that kindergartZh children

are at a propitious age for languag'e-grouth. For, although the ex-/

perimental group as a whole were initially less. "facile in their use

of4standard English, their exposure to the program offered in this

study allowed them
0-
to make gainswhich exceeded those made by the

control group.

The study offers evidence that coMmon differences between stanti-

dard'English'and the nonstandard Negro dialect,which;may.cause inter-

fe'rences for the nonstandard speaker may be successfully identified`
J

and modiffied, consequently learning the, degree of interference. This

implieS thaUhe classroem teacher may' identify the specific interfering
qt.

elements most prevalentlin his group of students or in individuals and
.

.

provide,heIp-based on the program developed in thisNtt;dy.A

The formulation of'a successful set of techinques for training

teaches :.n .the use of literature. and methods of stimulating oral lansz.,
r

uage aMOng dhildren "IS 6 valuable consequence of this research.' Of

additional _value is theopportunity for the personnel involved to focus

upon a problem which has generally been given little attention in the

past. Discussions with the four participating teachers during the train-

ing se Sions,and throughout the'dur4ion of the study were open to other'

F:,,embers of the staffs of each of the four schools. At least one Eirst,

second, and third grade teacher was included at all times.- In some

-cases, principalS and reading specialise also-attended these meetings.

These discussions revealed a long-standing desire on the part of the

:icipantS to

which the enf

distinct incongruity beteen the language

btbat whxch, he encounters as the
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language ofinstruction-

k ApproachinI these incongruities as language differences rather
t

than language deficits, whild recognizing the need for extension to

ward the widely used dialect, was a new concept for these teachers.

Coninued.discussions revealed a genuine desire on the part.of both.
0

Dlaak and' linite teachers for an interchange Of .ideas concerning this

c.ftensettive topic. Old ideas concerning the inherent superiority
.

of 'one di,:ilect over. another were imperiled with the emergence. of a

greater appreciation for the .fact that all children, no atter ro

) they are, roly learn the.. language to whiCh they are exposed. Ideas

that hold the use of nonstandard dialect'as synonomous with careless-

ness, laziness .and automatic Cognitive liability were gradually erod---./

ed.as teachers dealt, for the first time, with a problem h t causes

Dorothy s. Strickland

No

them considerable f:ipstration and irritation.. 'Indeed, a problem

for .which many teachers expressed a) feeling of total unplIparedness.

Thus, viewing the ,:couisition chf standard English. as a strictly
r

utilitarian; deVice to help ecuaiize the child's chances for ruching

his potential in aficciety that is standard English oriented, is

far different from the view that suggests that the nonstandard speaker.

utters'alintrinsically inferior lang age of which he must rid himself

at all costs and replace with anothe-. Indeed, the primary goal of

this study was:to expand language. No attempt was made to diminish any

aspect of it. A high regard for whatever language the.child brings to

school-waSa necessary componcr.tof the experimental treapent. Children

were never asked to imitate the teachers's language, but to use the

_,._sage of storybook characters.. This was intended to reduce pos-

sil:L, conflict of allegiance between home and school and allowed th

c:s.ildren to nartici'pate in the activities, more freely. Many,of the

oral language aczivit:Les were designe'a to foster language stimulation

in general and not necessarily geared to increase facility in a par...-

11
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iicular standard English structure.

'A further important contribution of this study is that it offers

effective results without requiring expensive or complicated equipment.

An ample supply of picture books, which has long been considered to

be an essential part of any kindergarten classro\om, are the only

materials necessary. Loth experienced and inexper ed teachers can

4mple.:aent the program a:Etr a r,elativeT brief period of

;._a nine; and follew-up demonstrations. Since the treatment is based

upon the kinds of activities which are known to be desirable to chil-

dren, problems of motivation and timidity are More easily overcome

than they ni;ht be in a more rigid or routinized language program.

No significant difference was found between the two groups' in read-

ineS,to.read. This may be attributed to equal exposure of both groups

to the specific factors.measured .by the prereading assessment. Part I

of.te.9rerezt,..ding assessment measures vocabulary, concepts, 'listening

comprehension, and reasoning .ability. All of these, factors were com-

ponents of-the literature(-based program included in both the experi-
.

ment I and control treatments- Had there been a third group included

in the study which received neither the literature-base? program coupled

with oral language activities nor the literature based program Coupled

with non oral activities, a measure of the treatments' affect upon the

reading readiness factor in Part I.of the prereading assessment may have

resulted. Part II of the prereading assessment measures the visual per-,

ception needed to discriminate between letters and words. Since this

factor was not.dealt-with'rin *ther the experimelotal or control treat-'
1

ments, the :zeoultz of this a alysisare what would be expected.

The study has sucessfully demonstrated the effect of a 'lite ature-

language progiT,m on the language expansion of linguistically'different,

. LlaCk'kindergarten children.- It oalfers a program which holds pote tial
q

t

. for extension to other grade levels and as a-Vehicle for the inset ice .

.

training of teachers oh*the topic of dialect differences. 12
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